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“Before COVID-19, frozen snack sales growth had been
banal: steady but slow since 2016. However, at the core of

the categories’ offerings are convenient meal and snack
solutions, which provided value during sheltering in place,

especially for parents and families, already the most
engaged participants."

- Billy Roberts, Senior Analyst – Food and Drink

This report looks at the following areas:

• The short-, medium- and longer-term impact of COVID-19 on frozen snacks
• Growing only moderately at best pre-COVID-19, sales strengthened considerably with

stay-at-home orders
• Recession will lead consumers to focus even more on price
• With consumers seeking smaller, snack-sized foods, frozen snacks are well-positioned to

increase their consumer base beyond young consumers and parents

As it has with other convenience and value-centric foods positioned in the center of store, COVID-19
has triggered a surge in frozen snack sales. After years of modest yet steady growth, 2020 will deliver
the strongest growth the category has seen in a decade, with an 11.3% bump bringing sales to $5.6
billion. Price, brand and versatility (as a meal or a snack) are the primary factors consumers seek in
product selection. Each of these will become even more important as the country navigates a deep
recession. Participation in the category is a family affair, elevated by the presence of children in the
household. This will challenge that category in the longer term as households with children continue to
shrink in number. Brands will need to redirect some attention to product development and marketing to
adult palates, parent or not.
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